
FEDERATION RULE DIFFERENCE FROM MLB

1-3-1 NOCSAE on all safty equipment

1-5-7 illegal equipment touches a live ball = nullify or coaches choice if foul 

ball… if fair ball use detached equipment penalty

2-9-1 Definition of a Catch = secure posession, is not complete until 

continuing action of the catch is complete (this is specified by 

stopping or removing ball from glove…NOTE the term voluntary 

release is not used

2-10-1 charged conferences between coaches and players

2-10-2 Plate meeting = head coachs PLUS captains.. Head coach MUST 

attend if available (common sense prevails)….. Ump SHALL ask if 

players legally and properly equiped & good sportsmanship is 

expected… NOTE that players will remain in dugout until conclusion 

of plate meeting

2-21-4 Follow-Thru interference = swing at pitch and HINDERS catchers 

attempt to play on runner or action at home plate

2-21-5 Backswing interference = batter contacts catcher BEFORE the pitch

2-22-2 Fake tag = obstruction

2-32-1 Slide= 1 leg + buttock on ground and within a reach of base with 

hand or foot  NOTE 8-4-2-B says runner is out if illegal slide causes 

illegal contact or illegally alters the action of the fielder in the 

immediate act of making a play… on FPSR runner MUST slide directly 

into base, if overslides and makes contact with fielder

2-42 OOB line is fair

3-1-1 An illegal sub on offense is called out & restricted to the bench (not 

batting out of order). If on base and discovered before next 

pitch/play the out is recorded and batter will hit again (at bat is 

nullified) SEE CASE 3-1-1-G

Case 3-1-1-N a switch of defensive positions does not let a courtesy runner run - 

courtesy runner for player in last defensive position

Case 3-1-2-sit B a replacement pitcher that takes more than 8 warm-up pitcher 

invalidates the orogonal pitcher from re-entering to pitch

Case 3-1-4 sit B indicates that a starting DH whom is subbed for may re-enter as the 

DH or as a defensive player

NOTE

do not take advance substitution notice. Deal with only the 

CURRENT action. This will keep it easy in your mind (and line-up 

card. Take your time and get it right!

3-2-1 Coach must be in uniform (not team colors) to be on the field. Is 

restricted to the dugout…can only conference by calling plauers to 

dugout



3-3-1 Coach gets warning for jewelry, fake tag, thrown bat. Next offender 

is ejected

3-3-1-i Coaches not allowed outside the dugout/bench….warning, then 

written (MIAA Strike), then eject

3-3-4 3 conferences on defense plus I per inning for extras inninings           

1 offensive conference per inning   - when any conference is granted 

the other team may conference as long as no delay, if delay charge a 

conference

3-3-4

note no rule about pitcher being removed upon second visit in an inning

4-1-3-A/B illegal bat= coach is restricted to the bench + player is out. If after a 

hit, coach can take result of the play instead…..  Cracked helmut = 

just remove from the game

4-1-2 10 run mercy rule after 4 1/2 or 5 inn. If called before= halted game 

rule. If called after = regulation game unless tied or home team 

behind and did not get to hit

4-4-1-F Must start with 9 players but can finish with 8 (take an out each time 

in batting order

4-5 protests are not allowed per MIAA rule book

5-1-E Ball immediately dead for runner lane interference… the throw does 

NOT have to be true

5-1-1-i two fee tin dead ball territory

5-1-1-K Balk = immediate time out

5-1-2-B Obstruction is always a delayed dead ball

6-1-2/3 Wind-up = non-pivot foot breaking the plane of the rubber….. Set 

position=non-pivot foot in front of the rubber

6-2-2-C 20 second rule

6-4-D-1 stepping out of batters box with two feet = strike assessed, iff 

pitcher pitches = 2 strikes assessed

6-5 BALK = standing within 5 feet of the rubber without the ball (hidden 

ball trick)

6-5 Legal to feint to third ie; 3rd to 1st move

7-1 pen 2 Batting out of order when third out discovered before infielders 

leave diamond

7-3-1 20 sec rule

7-3-2 batter is out if contact with foot touching the plate

7-3-4 Batter permits pitched ball to touch him - call a ball or strike

7-3-5-A Batter Interference is leans over plate and interferes with catcher's 

fielding or throwing

7-3-5-C Follow-thru interference

7-4-F Batter is out if coach interferes with fielder attempting to field a foul 

ball

7-4-G w/8 players, the missing batter is automatic out

8-1-1-D-2 Loose or not worn proper uniform and HBP  no award

8-1-1-E On catcher interference, team Captain may also elect to take result 

of the play

8-3-2-C Live ball lodges in glove ( HFHS rule change from past years)



8-4-1-i
Batter is out when reaches the dugout - not the dirt circle although 

base runners are still out when they abandon their effort as in past

8-4-2-B runner is out when does not slide and causes illegal contact aned/or 

illegally alters (interferes) w/fielder in IMMEDIATE act of making a 

play

8-4-2-B Diving over a fielder is illegal unless fielder is LYING on the ground



does there have to be a play? What if no steal

is there slide or avoid on routine plays? What is that rule number

can a pitcher that was removed and subbed for re-enter to pitch, what if he went to right field for three innings, can he come back to pitch?



what is penalty if delay conference and no conference available

what is rule bood page number





can a pitcher that was removed and subbed for re-enter to pitch, what if he went to right field for three innings, can he come back to pitch?


